
S
mall healthcare audit functions often encounter 
big responsibilities when it comes to regulatory 
compliance. At Baptist Health System (BHS), our 
four-member internal audit team faces several 

regulatory compliance challenges, including the Federal 
Anti-Kickback Statue and the Stark Act, which govern 
physician referrals for a range of clinical services covered by 
Medicare and Medicaid.

Based in Birmingham, BHS is a not-for-profit corporation that 
owns and manages four hospitals and over 30 health centers 
across the state of Alabama. BHS has approximately 4,300 
employees, including nearly 500 credentialed physicians.

Ensuring compliance with federal provisions that govern 
physician payments and self-referrals—including exceptions 
for legitimate business arrangements—had become 
extremely time-consuming for our team. Our physician 
compliance activities must demonstrate that all payments 
issued to contracted BHS physicians meet the comprehensive 
federal regulations. Auditors were spending six to eight 
weeks at each of the four BHS hospitals and two major health 
centers, manually checking every payment the hospital had 
issued to a physician during the previous 12-18 months.

For each payment, we have to verify that a valid contract is 
in place between the hospital and the physician. We also 
need to ensure the payment is accurate, meets expected 
values and does not exceed the contract terms. Manual 
analysis was an inefficient way to identify errors and contract 
violations. By the time we found a problem, at least a full 
year had elapsed since the issue first occurred.

From an audit perspective, 18 months is an unacceptably 
long time for control feedback in the physician compliance 
program. The organization needed to audit physician 
payments in real time and minimize hands-on billing analysis. 
Several years ago, BHS implemented audit technology to 
gather data from multiple sources and perform automated 
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testing. The audit team upgraded to ACL AuditExchange, a 
continuous auditing solution, which enabled BHS to schedule 
and run data extractions and analyses at off-peak times, 
increasing the audit team’s efficiency.

Continuous physician contract audits
To automate the physician compliance audits, we joined our 
physician contracts database to the Accounts Payable file 
and created a suite of eight analytics. The analytics look for 
anomalies, including payments issued to physicians with 
expired or nonexistent contracts, plus contracts without a 
vendor number, and monthly payments that exceed the 
expected total. Other red flags include guarantee contracts 
ending within 45 days or that have no designated end dates.

To mitigate the risk of making an illegal physician referral pay-
ment, the corporation’s terms of payment for medical services 
are detailed in contracts between BHS and its physicians. 

We knew if our attorneys had correctly written a contract, 
then subsequent payments based on the agreement 
should also be accurate. Therefore, we could use the 
contract as the key control in our physician compliance 
program. The shift in audit logic from reactive to 
proactive moves our compliance control into action when 
the physician contract is established and approved, rather 
than waiting up to 18 months before performing an audit.

The physician compliance analytics run on the 15th of 
each month to analyze data from the preceding 30 days. 
When the analysis is complete, the system automatically 
issues a report specifically highlighting payments made 
to noncontract physicians and to physicians with expired 
contracts. Instead of expending 36 weeks of full-time 
labor annually at six BHS entities, the audit is completed 
in seven weeks.

In addition to the significant time savings, we can now 
resolve all contract anomalies within a single month, rather 

than as much as 18 months. We also have a more accurate 
sense of our control environment and can make adjustments 
on an ongoing basis.

Other tests that we perform
The automated technology enables our auditors to scan 
employees, vendors, service providers and physicians 
against the LEIE database maintained by the Office of the 
Inspector General. Because we bill government programs, 
it is crucial that our audit group protect BHS from penalties, 
fines and any other serious implications of violating 
Medicare and Medicaid billing regulations.

The automated OIG tests run on the 15th of every month to 
highlight data anomalies and confirm that BHS is not working 
with excluded parties and providers in any capacity. Every 
month, we download the OIG Exclusion Database and match 
multiple elements of the excluded parties list against data 
sets maintained for BHS physicians, employees and vendors.

Physician scans use Universal Provider Numbers and the first 
five letters of the physician’s last name to look for excluded 
parties. Employee scans incorporate the first five letters 
of each individual’s last name, date of birth and address, 
including the first five letters of the employee’s street name 
and zip code. The vendor scan also targets detailed name 
and address data.

AP analytics
Our audit group is charged with improving operational 
efficiencies and helping to contain the rising costs 
associated with providing quality care. In the past, a 
third-party vendor was hired to search the Accounts 
Payable files for lost monies. This vendor received a 
percentage of recovered funds in return for helping to 
validate AP controls.

We recently implemented a range of AP analytics, which 
has significantly improved audit efficiency. Our internal 
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team runs automated database scans each fiscal quarter, 
searching for:

1. Duplicate invoices
2. Invoices created before purchase order dates
3. Employee refunds
4. Vendor-employee billing matches
5. Sequential invoices
6. AP payments issued to employees
7. Multiple vendors with the same address
8. Purchase orders created and received by the same person

Automation allows us to streamline audits and mitigate 
rising costs. The analytics also save hundreds of hours 
previously allocated to manual analysis tasks, while 
delivering higher quality audit results and minimizing errors.

During the last engagement, the AP recovery firm searched 
through several hundred million BHS records and found less 
than $9,000 worth of duplicate payments and revenue gaps. 
Our team used those results to adjust our analytics, thereby 
eliminating the need for this vendor’s services.

The automated technology tests complete data populations, 
which permits quick identification of errors, and serves as a 
powerful fraud deterrent. As we began to investigate data 
anomalies, word quickly spread across the organization 
that BHS maintains a tight control environment and any 
inappropriate activities are routinely uncovered.

“Ghost” employees
Beyond AP, we use data analytics to test the employee 
master file for matching employee-vendor address and bank 
account numbers, routing numbers, and multiple employees 
possessing the same address. Our goal is to find potential 
“ghost employees” and employees who are also vendors.

While some employees provide legitimate secondary 
business services to BHS, such as catering, other employees 
might use a vendor name to submit fraudulent invoices. 

We also analyze clinic data to find payments issued to 
nonstandard vendors. Our clinics typically order supplies 
from a small vendor pool; any orders placed outside these 
contracts require routine investigation to determine why 
approved suppliers were not engaged.

Our efforts grow
We have implemented nearly 40 data analytics so far and 
continue to expand how and where we apply automated 
testing. The ability to access data from multiple disparate 
systems gives us greater reach in every audit project. When 
we establish effective extractions and analytics, we save 
them in a secure repository. This analytic library promotes 
shorter audit cycles and prevents duplication of effort.

Our team currently includes one auditor who writes 
data extracts, while the others are proficient at using the 
analytics and analyzing results. Auditors who have a general 
understanding of database organization can learn in just 
a few days—either independently or through structured 
courses—how to write the extracts and analytics. We also 
have phone and online access to support specialists if we 
require technical assistance.

We have become a business resource
Analytic technology has clearly increased our audit team’s 
productivity. The physician compliance testing enabled us 
to complete audits at least 10 times faster than before. The 
software runs on the dedicated AuditExchange server, so we 
can schedule data extractions from several different platforms, 
conduct routine analyses and produce automated reports for 
our own use, as well as for sharing with senior management.

We now receive direct requests from the various managers 
to perform ad-hoc testing. BHS departments know we 
can find proverbial needles in their haystacks of data. We 
are increasingly viewed as a responsive resource. As we 
continue to expand and refine our analytics, the internal 
audit group has become a trusted business partner known 
for adding value across the entire organization. NP

1  Lachanophobia

2  Mageirocophobia

3  Neopharmaphobia

4  Odontophobia

5  Opiophobia

6  Radiophobia

7  Tocophobia
Check for the answers on page 57

How Good is Your Vocabulary?
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